
Patterns :

This week we are learning to create different types of patterns: It 

can be a 2d shape pattern or it can be a colour pattern. 

Can you complete these patterns?

Can you create your own pattern with 3 elements?

Here are some examples to help you:

Can you complete these patterns?



Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 6 + 3 = 9

7+3=

19+9=

7+36=

24+7=

4+52=

78+9=

9+91=

10 – 4 = 6

19-6=

27-8=

42-9=

57-6=

72-8=

83- 7=

99-9=
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Addition and Subtraction

Try these calculations:

Eg. 6 + 3 = 9 10 – 4 = 6

7+3= 10

19+9=28

7+36=43

24+7=31

4+52=56

78+9=87

9+91=100

19-6=  13

27-8=19

42-9=33

57-6=51

72-8=64

83- 7=76

99-9=90



We are learning about a village called Chalfont St. Giles. A village is a small place to live with just a few roads and houses and not many 

cars. A village is in the countryside where there are woods, fields and farms all around. 

Look at the pictures of Chalfont St. Giles. Can you match the labels to the pictures?  Draw the pictures and write the labels in your book or 

you can write on this sheet.

Geography

The stream       Village Green       Church            Village pond      Wood and brick house



Check your learning for capital letters, finger spaces and full stops. 

English 
Our story is Tabby McTat

You can find the story on: 

https:www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnYUIZ_et_E
It is read by Alan Mandel

Geography

Can you sort these pictures of features in Chalfont St. Giles into 

physical and human?

Remember that human means it has been made or put there by people. 

Physical means it is part of nature.

Here is an example:  

The helicopter is flying over the river.

Fred and Tabby like to sing to 

the people. Can you describe the 

setting?

Can you also use position words?

behind, next to, over, in, beside, 

under, in front of.

helicopter    boat   river  lamp 

post     people     buildings

Physical Human



Handwriting – Copy the sentences carefully.

The weather is very hot.

_________________________________________

Do you enjoy swimming?

_________________________________________

Dad has been gardening.

_________________________________________

“Where is your pen?” asked Mum.

_________________________________________

Make sure the letter tails hang down below the line for y  p  g  q

Art 

In Chalfont St. Giles there is a little pond with ducks and trees.

Can you draw a picture of the village pond? How many ducks are 

in the pictures?

You can use paints, crayons, felt pens, or pastel chalks.



DT

People in villages often live in cottages. These are old houses which look very pretty. Do you remember Little Red Riding Hood’s

grandmother lived in a cottage in the woods?

Can you make a 3d model of a cottage? 

These cottages have a thatched roof. This is a roof made out of pieces of straw (dried grass) which are put on the roof. You could use 

strips of paper, drinking straws, pieces of wool or string. 



Geography

Human Physical

Geography
Can you sort these pictures of features in Chalfont St. Giles 

into physical and human?

Remember that human means it has been made or put there by 

people. Physical means it is part of nature.

Village Green Village Pond

Church

Stream

Wood and brick 

house


